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ABSTRACT
This document provides full technical details of the computations carried out during the process
of developing and selecting a Management Procedure (MP) for providing annual catch limits for
Western Component (4Xopqrs5) Pollock. This process commenced at a workshop held on 9-10
December 2010, and was completed at a Regional Assessment Process held on 9-10 May
2011. First key aspects of the methodology are elaborated: the various operating models of the
Pollock population dynamics used in the simulation testing of Candidate MPs for the resource;
the projection methodology for simulating population behaviour into the future; the statistics
agreed to measure Candidate MP performance; and finally the details of the Candidate MPs,
which all specify catch limits based on the three-year geometric mean of the survey abundance
index for the resource. The results of these simulations are reported, together with an
explanation of how one of the Candidate MPs was selected on the basis of best satisfying three
medium term objectives agreed for management of the resource. These relate to considerations
of sustainability, catch and limitations on the extent of annual catch changes.

RÉSUMÉ
Le présent document décrit tous les aspects techniques des calculs effectués dans le cadre du
processus de sélection d’une procédure de gestion (PG) visant à fixer des limites de captures
annuelles applicables à la goberge de la composante Ouest (4Xopqrs5). Ce processus amorcé
lors d’un atelier les 9 et 10 décembre 2010 a été terminé à une réunion du Processus
d’évaluation régional les 9 et 10 mai 2011. Il s’agissait d’abord de définir les principaux aspects
de la méthode : les divers modèles opératoires de dynamique de la population de goberge
utilisés dans la simulation des PG proposées; la méthode de projection servant à simuler le
comportement de la population dans l’avenir; les statistiques retenues pour mesurer les
résultats des PG proposées et enfin le contenu détaillé de ces PG, qui fixent toutes des limites
de captures en fonction de la moyenne géométrique sur trois ans de l’indice d’abondance de la
ressource d’après les relevés. On rend compte ici des résultats des simulations, en expliquant
comment le choix s’est porté sur une des PG proposées, parce que c’était celle qui
correspondait le mieux aux trois objectifs à moyen terme dont il avait été convenu pour la
gestion de la ressource. Ce sont des objectifs liés à la viabilité écologique de la ressource, aux
captures et à la limitation de l’ampleur des changements dans les captures annuelles.
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INTRODUCTION
Porter and Docherty (2011) reported on the proceedings of a workshop held on 9-10 December
2010 at the St Andrews Biological Station, St. Andrews, New Brunswick to gain understanding
of the Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) process and to initiate the development of a
Management Procedure (MP) as a basis for risk management of the Canadian Western
Component (4Xopqrs5) Pollock resource. This workshop reviewed assessments of the
resource, as well as proposals for Operating Models (OMs) to be used in MSE, and some initial
results of the testing of some candidate MPs (CMPs) under those OMs. Workshop participants
agreed on a set of 12 OMs, set out some medium term management objectives, and developed
a workplan to complete the process over a five month period.
This process was duly completed (following a series of conference calls at which progress was
discussed) at a Regional Advisory Process (RAP) held on 9-10 May 2011, in St. Andrews, NB,
with a final MP selected for Western Component Pollock. The details of the MSE process and
MP selected are summarised in DFO (2011a), with the proceedings of the RAP reported in DFO
(2011b).
The material that follows provides full technical details of the calculations carried out during this
MSE process, and summarises the considerations that led to the selection of a specific MP.
It should be noted that during this process an error was detected in the computer code that had
been used to provide initial results of testing some CMPs at the December 2010 meeting
(recorded in DFO 2011b Appendix 4c). This error led to inappropriately optimistic projections for
future resource abundance, and hence to the overly optimistic catch trends reported in Porter
and Docherty (2011). Correction of this error necessitated a rediscussion and some
amendments to the management objectives set at the December 2010 workshop during the
RAP, as indicated below.

METHODOLOGY
The MSE process comprises a number of components which are pursued more or less
sequentially:








Developing a set of OMs (rather than focusing on a single ‘best assessment’) to be used to
represent alternative plausible underlying dynamics of the resource and associated fishery
in computer simulation testing of CMPs. This set is intended to cover the major sources of
uncertainty about the resource and the associated fishery.
Detailing the methodology for projecting resource dynamics into the future for those OMs in
a manner that also provides realizations of future monitoring data upon which future TACs
would be based. This methodology includes making allowance for the noise in the
relationships between the actual underlying resource variables and the associated
observations available (such as abundance indices from research surveys).
Specifying performance statistics related to future catch catch variability and resource
abundance for use in evaluating the CMPs against broad medium term management
objectives.
Specifying details of the CMPs themselves; these are essentially formulae which translate
results of those observations into management measures such as TACs.
Conducting simulation testing of these CMPs under the OMs, with the results arising used to
select amongst the CMPs on the basis of their performances compared to management
objectives.
1
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The first four of these components are each elaborated below, with the outcomes from the
simulation tests detailed in the Results section.
Operating Models
Table 1 summarises the OMs used in the final MSE computations as agreed at the 9-10 May
2011 RAP. This set of OMs was selected to span the major sources of uncertainty in the Pollock
assessment and the projections arising from it. These include:






Variability of RV Surveys and hence in the relationship between the Survey Biomass Index
and the underlying population abundance,
Changes in natural mortality (M) over time,
Changes in partial recruitment (PR), also termed selectivity, on older ages,
High variability in recruitment (note also that recruitment is poorly estimated for the last two
years), and
How recruitment will depend on spawning biomass in the future.

The OMs are all based on VPA, and are all variants of the Reference Case OM1, so that only
changes from the specifications of OM1 are noted in the descriptions of each that follow.
1) OM1: This OM corresponds to RAD1 of Rademeyer and Butterworth (2011). Natural
mortality is taken as 0.2 throughout the period (past and future), there is no bias correction
and the 2010 survey estimate is included in the model fitting procedure. To generate
recruitment in the future, a hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship is assumed based on
the last 10 years of reliable recruitment estimates (see equation 19 following).
2) OM2: This OM is described in Stone (2011). It includes bias correction, M=0.2 and also the
2010 survey estimate. As for OM1, the hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship used to
generate future recruitment is based on the last 10 years of reliable recruitment estimates.
3) OM3: This is another OM based on Stone (2011) VPA, but excluding the 2010 survey
estimate. As for OM2, it includes bias correction, M=0.2 and future recruitment based on the
last 10 years of reliable recruitment estimates.
4) OM4: Instead of assuming a direct proportion between observed abundance indices and
their expected values, a square root relationship is assumed, i.e., equation A8 of
Rademeyer and Butterworth (2011) is replaced by:
Z

1  e y ,a
Iˆ y ,a  qa  N y ,a

Z y ,a









(1)

where   0.5 . Similarly in the future, equations 25, 28 and 30 following are replaced by:

I y  q B y  e


n qˆ  1 27

y

 ln I

2010

y 1984

y



(2)

 

 ln Bˆ y



(3)

 y  n( I y )  n( q B y  )


(4)
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5) OM5: Here the observed abundance indices are assumed to be proportional to the square
of the expected values, i.e.,   2 in equations 1-4 above.
6) OM6: Past dynamics are as for OM1, but future survey abundance indices are generated by
assuming two "regimes" in the future, i.e.,:
for the "low" regime, i.e., all years where Bˆ y  40 thousand tons:

n qˆ low  1 n low

 ln I

yLow

and

y

 ln Bˆ y



(5)

  

ˆ low  1 n low

2

(6)

y

ylow

and for the "high" regime, i.e., all years where Bˆ y  40 thousand tons (1988, 1990, 1996,
2006, 2008 and 2009):

n qˆ high  1 n high

 ln I

yhigh

and

y

 ln Bˆ y

ˆ high  1 n high



(7)

  

2

(8)

y

yhigh

Future surveys are then generated randomly from the low or high regime in the proportion
21:6.
7) OM7: As OM1, but with increased natural mortality (for the past dynamics from 1996 as well
as the future) for ages 7 and above: M=0.2 for ages 6 or less, and M=0.617 for ages 7 and
above.
8) OM8: As OM1, but with increased natural mortality (for the past dynamics from 1996 as well
as the future) for ages 5 and above: M=0.2 for ages 4 or less, M=0.579 for ages 5 and 6 and
M=0.617 for ages 7 and above. (Note: after 1995 there was a decline in the abundance of
older ages in the CAA, hence the starting year of 1996 for higher M).
9) OM9: As OM7, but natural mortality in the future is set to 0.2 from 2016 onwards.
10) OM10: As OM8, but natural mortality in the future is set to 0.2 from 2016 onwards.
11) OM12: Survey selectivity is assumed to decline exponentially from age 8 and above, with a
minimum of 0.5. The slope of the decline is computed from the decline over ages 7 to 8.
12) OM13: As OM1, but the hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship is based on the last 5
years of reliable recruitment estimates.
13) OM14: As OM1, but the future stock-recruitment relationship is a Beverton-Holt curve
capped at a maximum value, see equation 20.
14) OM15: As OM8, but the hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship is based on the last 5
years of reliable recruitment estimates.
15) OM16: This OM is a combination of higher natural mortality at older ages (M=0.2 pre-1996
and from 1996 M=0.2 for ages 6 or less, M=0.76 for ages 7 and above, no changes in the
future) and low future recruitment (hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship based on the
last 5 years of reliable recruitment estimates).
16) OM17: As OM1 but the hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship is based on all years with
reliable recruitment estimates (1984-2008).
3
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17) OM18: As OM1 but the hockey-stick stock-recruitment relationship is based on years with
relatively good recruitment (1984-1994).
18) Rob3: This robustness test is run for each OM in the RS. Future recruitments are as
described in the OMs forming the RS, but in the first eight years of projections, recruitment is
assumed to be at the level of the lowest recruitment over the 1999-2008 period.
The set of OMs agreed initially included OM11 which would have generated future CPUE values
to be used as additional input to the MP for TAC computation (Porter and Docherty 2011).
However time constraints precluded this option from being investigated further.
The subset of six of these OMs which comprise the Reference Set (RS) includes OMs 1, 2, 3, 8,
14 and 17 (see Table 1). This subset was chosen to cover the most important uncertainties in a
balanced way. Most of the simulation testing of the CMPs was carried out using the RS. (Note:
DFO 2011a,b detail the process used to amend this full set and the RS slightly from the earlier
specifications agreed at the 9-10 December 2010 workshop.)
The Table lists values of σR and σsurvey for each OM. These indicate the extents to which future
recruitment varies about its expected value and survey results vary about the underlying
(survey-selectivity weighted) biomass when projecting. They are inferred from the variation
evident from past trends in recruitment and surveys about expected values in the assessment
corresponding to the OM concerned. Technically they reflect the standard deviations of the logs
of the quantities concerned about their expected values. Roughly speaking a σ value of 0.4
corresponds to a 95% probability interval between half to double of the expected value, and 0.8
from a quarter to four times this amount. The values of σR and σsurvey are generally high,
especially for the survey index. This means that the quality of the information which the survey
provides about resource trends is poor, which in turn makes setting appropriate catch levels
without compromising resource abundance particularly difficult.
Fig. 1 illustrates the time series of past recruitments and biomasses estimated for the OMs
considered. Note the high recent recruitment and biomass estimates when the 2010 survey
result is omitted from the assessment (OM3), and further the higher recruitments and
biomasses over the last two decades in instances where there has been an increase in the
value of natural mortality M (OM7, OM8 and OM16). Fig. 2 shows fits of alternative stockrecruitment models to results from the assessment corresponding to OM1. These various stockrecruitment models provide the basis for generating future recruitments when projecting the
resource forward, as discussed in more detail below.
Projection Methodology
Projections into the future under a specific Candidate Management Procedure (CMP) are
evaluated using the following steps, which update the numbers-at-age in the population that
result from the effects of natural mortality and the catch taken that year:
Step 1: Begin-year Numbers-at-age
The components of the numbers-at-age vector at the start of 2010 ( N 2010, a : a = 2,…, m) are
obtained from the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs) provided by an assessment of the
resource using VPA. The 2010 recruitment ( N 2010, 2 ) is generated deterministically from the
estimated stock-recruitment relationship (see below). Error is included for ages 2 to 7 because
these are poorly estimated in the assessment given limited information on these year-classes,
i.e.,:
4
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 a from N 0,  R 

2



(9)

where R is estimated in the process of fitting a stock-recruitment relationship to the outputs
from that assessment as described below. Equation 9 is approximate in that it omits to adjust for
past catches from the year-class concerned, but these are so small that the differential effect is
negligible.
Step 2: Catch
These numbers-at-age are projected one year forward at a time given a catch for the year
concerned.
For 2010: A catch of 4200t is assumed.
For 2011: A catch of 6000t is assumed.
From 2012 onwards: C y is as specified by the CMP.
This requires specification of how the catch is disaggregated by age to obtain C y ,a , and how
future recruitments are specified.
Step 3: Catch-at-age
The selectivity each year is selected randomly from the selectivity vectors for the last 10 years
(2000 to 2009) estimated in the assessment. The selectivity vectors for 2000 to 2009 are
computed as follows:

S y ,a  Fy ,a max Fy ,a 

(10)

where the maximum is taken across the ages for that year.
From this it follows that:
M a / 2
Fy  C y /  w mid
S y ,a
y ,a N y ,a e

(11)

a

where w mid
y ,a is each year selected randomly from the weight-at-age vectors for the last 10 years
(2000 to 2009) used in the assessment (Table 2) , and hence that:

C y ,a  N y ,a e  M a /2 S y ,a Fy

(12)

Thus the circumstances of the last 10 years with regard to weight-at-age and selectivity are
assumed to carry forward into the future.
If Fy  0.95 , i.e., unrealistically large, some modifications are necessary. First, the maximum
catch for that year is computed assuming all ages are fully selected and a fishing proportion of
0.95:
 M a /2
C ymax   0.95 N y ,a wymid
,a e

(13)

a
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If C ymax  C y , the TAC for that year cannot be caught giving: S *y ,a  1 and Fy*  0.95 and a
catch that year of C ymax .
If C ymax  C y , then:

S *y ,a  1  g y S y ,a  g y

(14)

Solving for g y :


M a 1 
  S y ,a w mid
  Cy
y ,a 0.95 N y ,a e
a


gy 



M a 1
M a 1 
  S y ,a w mid
    w mid

y ,a 0.95 N y ,a e
y ,a 0.95 N y ,a e
 a
  a


(15)

and hence:

C y ,a  N y ,a e  M a /2 S *y ,a 0.95

(16)

The numbers-at-age can then be computed for the beginning of the following year (y+1):

N y 1, 2  R y 1

(17)





N y 1,a 1  N y ,a e  M a / 2  C y ,a e  M a / 2

for 2  a  m – 1

(18)

These equations reflect Pope’s approximation.
The maximum age m is 13 (not a plus-group).
Step 4: Recruitment
Future recruitments (age 2) are provided by a Hockey-stick or a capped Beverton-Holt stockrecruitment relationship with autocorrelation in the stock-recruitment residuals:
(   2 )

Ae y R

R y   A sp (  ySR  R2
 B sp B y 2 e
 min
SR

2

sp
if B ysp2  Bmin
2)

(19)

sp
if B ysp2  Bmin

for the Hockey-stick, and

 B ysp2 (  ySR  R2
e

sp
   B y 2
Ry  
 R e (  ySR  R2 2 )
max


2)

B ysp2
 Rmax
  B ysp2
B ysp2
 Rmax
if
  B ysp2
if

(20)
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for the capped Beverton-Holt, where

 ySR   ySR1  1   2  y





with  y from N 0,  R2 ,

 y2

A  exp  ln R y ( y 2  y1  1)  ,
 y  y1

sp
Bmin
 min B ysp  for the period (y1-2) to (y2-2) and


 2009
Rmax  exp  ln( R y ) n 

 y 1984

(21)

where the summation includes all years for which B ysp2  20000 t , and  is obtained by
minimising the following negative log-likelihood function:
2


SR
SR 




y
y

1
2
SR



 ln L   ln  R 
2 R
 1 2 

1984 




2009

(22)

with

    y 2  y1  1
y2

R 

SR 2
y

(23)

y  y1

m

B ysp   f a w y ,a N y ,a

(24)

a 1

where w y ,a is each year selected randomly from the weight-at-age vectors for the last 10 years
(2000 to 2009) used in the assessment (Table 3), and f a is the maturity-at-age, taken to be 0 to
age 3 and 1 from age 4 and above.
Step 5:
The information obtained in Step 1 is used to generate a value of the abundance index I 2011
(summer survey, in terms of biomass). Indices of abundance in future years will not be exactly
proportional to true abundance, as they are subject to observation error. Log-normal
observation error is therefore added to the expected value of the abundance index evaluated:

I iy  q i B iy e

 iy

(25)
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from N 0,  i

2

(26)

where

B iy

is the biomass (or numbers) available to the survey:

M a / 2
surv
1  S y ,a Fy 2
B ysummer   w mid
y ,a S y ,a N y ,a e
m

(27)

a 1

The survey selectivities are taken as the catchabilities ( qai ) estimated in that assessment,
renormalized so that max( qai )  1 . The survey selectivity is assumed to be zero for age 2, and
for ages 9 and above, the selectivity is assumed to remain flat at the age 8 level.
The constant of proportionality q i is as estimated for the assessment in question by:

n qˆ i  1 27

 ln I

2010

y 1984

ˆ i  1 27

i
y

 ln Bˆ iy



(28)

  

2010

i 2
y

(29)

y 1984



 iy  n( I iy )  n( q i B yi )

(30)

where the survey index of biomass I iy is given in Table 4.
Step 6:
Given the new survey indices I iy 1 compute TAC y 1 using the CMP.
Step 7:
Steps 1-6 are repeated for each future year in turn for as long a period as desired, and at the
end of that period the performance of the candidate MP under review is assessed by
considering statistics such as the average catch taken over the period and the final spawning
biomass of the resource.
Performance Statistics
It was decided during the process that three properties should be evaluated in a risk
management context:
I) the risk of decline of the exploitable biomass (ages 4 to 8) below the 2000 level be kept low;
II) the risk of annual average catch variation of greater than 20% be kept moderately low; and
III) the magnitude of the average catch in the short, medium term and long term be maximized.
8
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A number of mathematical expressions (Performance Statistics) were then proposed to capture
these four properties:
(a)

4 8
8
B2021
4 8
,
where
B

w mid

y
y ,a N y ,a is the exploitable biomass in year y;
4 8
B2000
a 4

(b)

sp
m
B2021
sp
,
where
B

f y ,a wymid

, a N y , a is the spawning biomass in year y;
y
sp
B2000
a 1

(c)

4 8
B2021
;
4 8
B2010

(d)

4 8
B2021
4 8
1982  2010

B

4 8
, where B1982
 2010 is the average exploitable biomass over the 1982-2010

period;
(e)

4 8
B2021
4 8
, where Btarget
is pre-defined recovery target population size, for which 19844 8
Btarget

1994 will be used;
(f)

(Average) annual catch over short and medium terms:
2020

C 2011 , C2012 , C 2013 , C 2014 , C 2015 , C 2016 and
(g)

C

y  2011

y

10 ;

Average annual variation in catch over the medium term:

AAV20112020 

1 2020
 C y  C y 1 / C y 1
10 y 2011

The Candidate Management Procedures
The seven CMPs that were considered at the 9-10 May RAP are all “target-based” MPs, for
which the TAC drops linearly (see equation 31 below) as the value of the survey index drops,
until a quadratic penalty term (see equation 32 below) kicks in to decrease the TAC faster once
the index falls below a threshold value J0. This “target-based” approach was used instead of a
derivative-based approach where TAC adjustments depend on the trend in the index over time,
because the former approach tends to show lesser variability in TACs from year to year.
In general terms, the formulae used by these target-based Candidate Management Procedures
(CMPs) for computing the TAC each year are as follows:

C y 1  a  bJ y  J 0   pen

(31)
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with

0

pen  
2
c J y  J o 

if J y  J 0
if J y  J 0

(32)

where

C y is the total TAC recommended for year y,

a , b and c are tuning parameters,
J 0 is a tuning parameter, and
J y is a measure of the immediate past level in the survey abundance index relative to a target
level as available to use for calculations for year y:

 y

exp   ln I y  3 
 y 2

Jy 
1994


exp   ln I y  11
 1984


(33)

where I y is the survey abundance index in year y.
Note: I 2009 is set to 15 (rather than to the actual value of 47.04 – see Table 4) in all the CMPs
presented here for enhanced stability of the TAC in the short term. Furthermore, I 2010 is also
fixed (see Table 5) to achieve certain performance than set equal to the actual survey result of
5.39 that year for the CMP*+ options.
The maximum allowable annual increase in TAC is set to 20% or 500 t, whichever is the
greatest - this is so that the TAC can recover (reasonably quickly given appropriate survey
results) after going down to very low values. Furthermore, a cap (upper bound) on the TAC of
20000t has been imposed.
The maximum allowable decrease in TAC from one year to the next is:


20%
if J y Q min

MaxDecry  linear between 20% and x% if Q min 0.1  J y Q min

100%
if J y Q min 0.1


(34)

where

Q min is a tuning parameter.
The tuning parameters for each of these seven CMPs considered are given in Table 5, and Fig.
3 plots of the relationships between the TAC output from these CMPs (pre- the application of
interannual constraints on catch allocation changes) and the three-year average survey index
used as input to the CMPs (these relationships constitute the Harvest Control Rules). The three10
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year period for this average was found to provide the best balance between shorter periods
which allow faster reaction to changes in resource abundance, and longer periods which reduce
the extent of TAC variability by averaging over the errors in the survey results about the actual
underlying abundance. Note that geometric rather than arithmetic averages of survey
abundance indices are used as input to the formula for the TAC, as this was found to reduce the
risk of unintended resource reduction (by reducing the influence of unusually high or low survey
results) without compromising catches.
The seven CMPs considered comprise:






CMPD whose control parameter values were pre-selected on the basis of indications from
past data of likely sustainable catch levels at different levels of abundance and hence
survey index values.
CMPR and CMPH which are respectively less and more conservative in regard to TACs,
and reflect the ends of the range of medium term recovery levels that were considered to
span appropriate realistic choices by the 9-10 May RAP. Note from Table 5 that CMPH has
a higher value of the control parameter J0 than CMPR, so that the quadratic penalty term in
the TAC formula comes into play earlier as the survey index drops than for CMPR, as is
evident from Fig. 3.
CMPint, which is intermediate between CMPR and CMPH in terms of the expected extent of
recovery of the exploitable component of the biomass over the next decade.
CMPR+, CMPint+ and CMPH+ which are variants of CMPR, CMPint and CMPH
respectively that achieve roughly the same extents of resource recovery, but in situations
where this requires some initial catch reduction before subsequent probable increase,
reduce this reduction in the earlier years as a trade-off against possible greater later
reduction. The Note above explains how CMPs are adjusted to achieve this greater stability
of catches in the short term.

The fact that these rules admit the possibility of TACs dropping to zero necessitates some
adjustment to the computation of the Annual Average TAC Variation (AAV) performance statistic
defined above. In the event of the TAC reaching zero, the annual contribution that year to AAV,
cannot be calculated because of dividing by zero. If the TAC the following year is also zero, then
the Annual Variation for that year is obviously set to zero, if not the Annual Variation is set to
25%.

RESULTS
The Tables and Figures of results of the application of the seven CMPs to the various OMs
were chosen primarily to aid the comparison of performances of these CMPs, especially as they
relate to the revised medium term Management Objectives that were agreed at the 9-10 May
RAP (DFO 2011a,b). Note that these results have been obtained under the assumption of
equality of the TAC and subsequent catch made that year, i.e., that there is no ‘implementation
error’). Results for a C=0 option of no future catches are also shown at times to illustrate
maximum resource recovery potential so as to put the performances of the other CMPs in
context in this regard.
Table 6, which lists the performance statistics for application of these CMPs to the Reference
Set (RS) of OMs is of particular importance, as it provides values for these statistics which can
be compared directly with targets set in the Management Objectives (see Discussion section
below). As would be expected from the plots in Fig. 3 relating the TAC to the average survey
index, at the conservative end of this range of CMPs, CMPD and CMPH show the greatest
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increase in exploitable biomass, but the lowest total catches, over the next decade, with the
reverse evident for CMPR at the other end of the range. Median increases in exploitable
biomass compared to the low level in 2000 range from about 100% to only 25% as the range is
traversed, with a concomitant increase in average annual catch from about 4000 to 5000 t.
In contrast, Table 7 shows those results separately for each of the six OMs that comprise the
RS under application of one of the CMPs, CMPint+, which was the one eventually selected.
This table provides an indication of how MP performance varies across what are considered to
be a balanced set of the most important sources of uncertainty. Catches are highest if OM3
reflects reality, and lowest for OM1, reflecting the difference between whether or not the result
from the 2010 survey is taken into account in the corresponding assessment. Resource
recovery is least under OM14 with its Beverton-Holt stock-recruitment relationship, for which
recruitment is lower than for the other OMs at spawning biomasses close to that at present (see
Fig. 2), and greatest if the higher future recruitments of OM17 eventuate.
Fig. 4 is intended to provide a helpful initial impression of how the TAC responds to future
survey abundance estimates for each of the CMPs, by considering a range of different fixed
future survey results to see what TACs result for each CMP. These show the slight delay in the
reaction of the TAC to changes in the survey results because the formula is based on an
average of these results over three years. They also indicate that it is only in the final example
of a marked reduction in survey outcomes over the next few years that there is in due course a
substantial reduction in the current TAC.
Fig. 5 plots ten future realizations of TACs and exploitable biomasses for the application of
CMPint+ to each of the OMs comprising the RS. It is a form of graphical equivalent to Table 7,
and is included to emphasise the extent of future variability to be expected in both the TAC and
the exploitable biomass (B4-8), which is high for both. This is not immediately apparent from
plots following in Figs. 6 and 7 which show projections as medians and probability interval
envelopes, and which can lead to false impressions of smoothness in future TACs and resource
biomass over time.
Figs. 6a-h show projections under the RS in the form of those medians and probability
envelopes for C=0 and each of the seven CMPs for a variety of future catch, biomass, survey,
recruitment and related quantities. Wide future variation is evident in nearly all these plots. This
follows from the high variability in the survey index Jy, which is a consequence of both high
recruitment variability and high variance in the index about the underlying abundance as
indicated in Table 1. Only the inter-annual proportional changes in the TAC are generally low
(through the CMP design – equation 34), but even these can display large reductions if the
survey index drops to low levels. Note the occasional instances of values above +20% in these
plots, which arise from the rule that increases of up to 500 t are allowed even if this exceeds
20% of the current TAC.
Fig. 7 is an extract from Fig. 6 which compares median and lower 25%iles for future catches
and exploitable biomasses under the RS for these same CMPs. The reason for choosing this
particular extraction is to provide a focus on the performance statistics most closely related to
the Management Objectives (see Discussion section below). Note the feature of less early and
more later “pain” displayed by the “+” variants of the CMPs (Fig. 7b), which show higher initial
catches than their respective counterparts (without the “+”) for the first few years, but see this
difference reverse after about five years.
Figs. 8 and 9 are alternative approaches to summarizing these performance statistics. Fig. 8
compares performances for C=0 and the seven CMPs under the RS, while Fig. 9 compares
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results for CMPint+ under each of the full set of OMs. These plots condense a considerable
amount of information in a manner that makes comparisons and trade-offs amongst the different
Management Objectives more readily apparent – in Fig. 8 to assist choose amongst the CMPs,
and in Fig. 9 to be able to check whether a specific CMP achieves reasonably robust
performance across the full range of major uncertainties about the resource and its associated
fishery.
In Fig. 8, the trade-off of increased catch over the first five years against lesser recovery by
2021 is very clear as one moves from left (CMPD and CMPH) to right (through to CMPR) in
these plots, though the average level of variability in the TACs from year to year hardly
changes. Fig. 9 shows that resource recovery is poor if OM13 with its poor average future
recruitment level applies, and that this becomes worse if that scenario is coupled to a past
increase in M (OM15). On the positive side, the highest catches result if OM3 (developed by
ignoring the 2010 survey result) applies, and catches also increase after a few years if either
OM10 (an increase in M in the past returning to its earlier lower value) or high average
recruitment (OM18) eventuate.

DISCUSSION
The medium-term Management Objectives agreed the pollock MSE at the 9-10 May RAP (DFO
2011a,b), to be evaluated under the RS of OMs, were:




Sustainability: the median of the ratio of the projected exploitable biomass (B4-8) in 2021 to
that in 2000 must be at least 1.5; the lower 25 percentile for this ratio must be at least 1;
Catch: projections of median catch resulting from the HCR must be greater than 4000 t for
each of the next 5 years starting in 2012 (note that the projections assume that the catch
taken each year is exactly as set);
Restrictions on annual catch changes and maximum catch: Maximum annual catch increase
of 20% or 500 t, whichever is greater; maximum inter-annual TAC decrease of 20% provided
the geometric mean of the last three survey estimates remains at least 20% of the geometric
mean over the 1984-1994 period (if this value drops below the 20% level, greater decreases
are permissible); maximum annual catch of 20,000 t.

The requirements of the third of these bullets are met “by construction” (i.e., are “hard-wired”) in
the rules that apply to all of the CMPs (see equation 34 and preceding text).
Inspection of the results shown in Table 6 (see the bolded figures in particular) shows that while
meeting sustainability targets, CMPD, CMPH and CMPH+ fail to meet the targets for median
catches over the next 5 years, as these drop below 4000 t on occasion. In contrast, CMPR and
CMPR+ meet the catch targets, but fail the sustainability requirements with the exploitable
biomass in 2021 failing to achieve a 50% increase over the 2000 level in median terms, and at
the lower 25%-ile falling below this level by some 25%.
CMPint virtually meets the sustainability targets, but fails to meet the catch target for 2013 only.
Adjusting CMPint to CMPint+, however, sees all targets for both catch and sustainability met.
Accordingly the RAP chose CMPint+ as the MP to apply to the Western Component of 4x5
Pollock.
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Table 1: Summary of the different OMs and Rob3, where the notes on each OM summarise differences
from OM1. (Note that #11 was eliminated from consideration.)
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Table 2: Mid-year weights-at-age (kg) matrix for Canadian Pollock in the Western Component (4Xopqrs5).
Note: a missing value for age 12 in 2008 has been replaced by the average of the five previous years,
while missing values for age 13 have been replaced by 11 kg.
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Table 3: Begin-year weights-at-age (kg) matrix for Canadian Pollock in the Western Component
(4Xopqrs5).
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Table 4: Stratified mean catch per tow (kg) of pollock from the DFO summer research vessel survey in 4X
strata corresponding to the western component.
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Table 5: Tuning parameter values for each CMP. Parameters related to catches have units of t.
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Table 6: Projection results (first line: median and 50% PI in parenthesis, second line: percentage difference between median and corresponding
median for CMPint+) for a series of performance statistics for different CMPs under the RS. Figures in bold relate to satisfying the Management
Objectives. Catches are in t (per year).
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Table 7: Projection results (median and 50% PI in parenthesis), for a series of performance statistics for CMPint+ for each OM in the RS. Figures
in bold relate to satisfying the Management Objectives. Catches are in t (per year).
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Fig. 1: Time-trajectories of recruitment (N2), exploitable biomass (B4-8) and spawning biomass (B4+) for
the OMs. Trajectories for OM6, OM12, OM13, OM14, OM17 and OM18 are the same as OM1 in the past,
only the future dynamics are different. Similarly, OM9 trajectories are the same as that of OM7 and OM10
and OM15 trajectories are the same as OM8.
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Fig. 2: Different stock-recruitment relationships used in the OM for future recruitments. The past "data"
shown are those for OM1 (open circles show the data on which the relationships are based).
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Fig. 3: TAC (in t) as a function of Jy for each of the seven CMPs presented.
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Fig. 4: Catch and survey biomass trajectories under each CMP for a series of future survey scenarios
provided by H. Stone.
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Fig.5: "Worm" plots for a series of performance statistics for CMPint+ applied to each OM in the RS.
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Fig. 6a: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for C=0 under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).

Fig. 6b: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPD under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).
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Fig. 6c: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPH under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).

Fig. 6d: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPH+ under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).
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Fig. 6e: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPint under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).

Fig. 6f: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPint+ under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).
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Fig. 6g: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPR under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).

Fig. 6h: 95, 75, 50% PI and median for a series of performance statistics for CMPR+ under the RS. See
equation (33) for the definition the normalised average survey index Jy used in the formula for the TAC.
The horizontal line in the plot of Jy represents the geometric mean over the past decade (0.60).
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Fig. 7a: Median (full lines) and lower 25%iles (bottom row) (dashed lines) TAC and exploitable (ages 4 to 8) biomass (relative to 2000 level and
the average 1982-2010 level) for C=0, CMPR, CMPint and CMPH applied to the RS.

Fig. 7b: Median (full lines) and lower 25%iles (bottom row) (dashed lines) TAC and exploitable (ages 4 to 8) biomass (relative to 2000 level and
the average 1982-2010 level) for CMPR+, CMPint+, CMPH+ and CMPD applied to the RS.
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Fig. 8: Medians (dots) and 50% PIs (bars) for a series of performance statistic for different CMPs applied
to the RS.
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Fig. 9: Medians (dots) and 50% PIs (bars) for a series of performance statistic for CMPint+ applied to each OM in the RS and the robustness tests. The
white dots show the OMs that are in the RS.
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